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Another Winterfest was over. 

It had been exciting! Jacob was the leader of the candles delivery mission and, then, he found 

love!!! 

Catherine and Vincent were hugging in the Great Hall nearby the tapestries. Catherine was proud 

of her husband. She couldn’t stop looking into his sweet blue eyes, conveying to him all her love 

and thinking that she made the right choice. Her heart didn’t fail! 

Once in their room…  

An elegantly set up table decorated with white and red roses was waiting for them. Behind a curtain 

Jacob and Cathy wanted to see our heroes’ faces when receiving such a gift. They were not 

disappointed because Catherine and Vincent stared and began to laugh. 

The children were so excited, and they started laughing too. So, they were found out by Catherine 

and Vincent. 

Vincent said, “You made us a huge surprise! Thank you, I’m really happy!” 

Catherine, touched and grateful, held the children tight and kissed them. 

The children left, saying: “This table has everything you need. Food is already served. Good night!’ 

Catherine and Vincent didn’t understand the meaning of Jacob and Cathy’s words, but they played 

along. 

They sat and lifted the silver covers off the dishes. 

Here they found an unexpected surprise: instead of food there were two parchments tied by a red 

ribbon. 

Inside there was a recipe written by Jacob. 

Vincent started reading: 

“Take two hearts 

Two souls 

Take two Worlds 

One Above, one Below 

Add the World Below’s solidarity, strength and empathy 



Complete with the World Above’s sensitivity, courage and warmth 

Brush everything with a beautiful happy ending 

Be careful that small scars of badness and selfishness aren’t formed 

Combine all ingredients in a baking tray, giving the form you prefer 

Bake in the warm and constant fire  

Of a thing called LOVE 

And you will have the perfect recipe 

From which the world’s most beautiful souls were born 

And thanks to which I’m here now 

To my Mother and Father,  

I love you with all my being, 

Jacob” 

Catherine and Vincent had no more words… 


